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(d) Why does the world look good enough to bite to the poet in a winter moming?

(e) Why is the poet sad w'hen winter is going?

(l) Mention one imagery use<i in the poem.

(g) How would you appreciate the line 'snow is snowy when it's snowing'?

(h) What sweet ediirles are associated with the season of winter by the poet?

Read the following paragraph carefully and attempt a summary of it.

Self-control is at the root of all virtues. Let a man give the rein to his impulses

and passions, and from that moment he yields up his moral freedom. t{e is carried

along the current of life and becomes the slave of his strongest desire for the time

being. To be moraliy' free - to be more than an animal- man must be able to

resist instinctive impulse, and this can only be done by the exercise of self-

control. Thus, it is this power which constitutes the real distinotion between

physical and morai lile and forms the primary basis of the individtlal character.

Answer any one of the fbliowing questions:

(a) What is editing and.rvhy do we necd to edit?

(b) What are the functions of a copy editor?

(c) Hori does academic editing differ from copy editing?

10x I :10

6xl :64.

5. ,{ppi> any six proof-reading symbols to the paragraph below in reference to the 2x6:12
correct version of it.

englesh is spooken throughout theworld. For interrnational cntact, comerce

antld trade, forthc devlopment of our practicall ideas, and for the scientifio

studies english is indispensable.

Correct version:

English is spoken throughout the world. For international contact, commerce

and trade, for the development of our practical ideas, and for the scientific

studies English is indispensable.
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1 . Answer any four of the following questions: l0x4 : 40

(a) Discuss the role of subjectivity in Creative Writing.

(b) Do you think censorship is necessary in relationship to the art of Creative

Writing? Give reasons for your answer.

(c) What is an editorial? Explain with reference to the kinds of writings in a

newspaper.
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